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Abstract. The multivariate Nelson–Aalen estimator of cumulative transition hazards is the fundamental nonparametric estimator in event history analysis (Andersen et al., 1993, chap. IV). However, and to the best of our knowledge, there is not yet a multivariate Nelson–Aalen R-package (R Development Core Team, 2007) available, and the same appears to be true for SAS and Stata. Therefore, we have developed the mvna package (Allignol et al.) with convenient functions for estimating and plotting the Nelson–Aalen estimates in any multistate model, possibly subject to independent right–censoring and left–truncation. The usefulness of this package is illustrated with two important data examples from event history analysis: competing risks and time–dependent covariates, in which displaying estimates of the cumulative transition hazards provides useful insights and straightforwardly illustrates results from standard Cox analyses.
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